
West Ward Quirks is a retirement living experience which strives to encourage the fulfilment of the 
next chapter in life. While the working days are over the business and hustle of day-to-day life does
 not come to a halt as some may expect.

As most retirement living is full of the beige and mundane stereotypes of getting older. West Ward 
Quirks thrive to be the point in which life re-begins. The experience is all about you. Everyone 
has their own individual quirks and idiosyncrasies that make them unique and west ward quirks is the 
place for these to be celebrated. In the bustling heart of Dundee the living space en courages both 
intimate living with a village type feel while being a doormat to the surrounding community to 
become the community beacon of blackness. 

West Ward Quirks

West Ward Quirks video

https://youtu.be/NcxKkI1aARY?si=0shKg7LtxlPRfMyj
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Development

Models

Adding found shapes into interior walls Creating light installations Adding found forms into existing facade

Abstract floor plans 
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Sketch modelling

A workshop to uncover the quirks of
residents living in Dundee 
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Front elevation of Twisty Tongue Terrace

Section of bedrooms 

Section of bathrooms

Section of living room and kitchen
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A sketch of the new east facade

Details of site model



Final Outcome

Social markets on Wonky Eyed Wynd

Lanky Leg Lane holding 5 flats The entrance arches to West Ward Quirks 

West Ward Quirks is the new and improved
aged living experience for the retirement
community of Dundee. Providing a living
environment for the ageing generation to
thrive while maintaining dignity and
individuality. The village is designed with the
user at the heart. Taking inspiration from
both Dundee as a City and the individuals
who live within. The design takes great
consideration to providing a diverse range of
facilities to both the residents and the wider
community, bridging a gap between the
ageing population and the younger
generations within Dundee.

Social Justice


